Who is crossing where? Infants’ discrimination of figures and grounds in events
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1. Introduction

Verbs and prepositions express relationships between the figures and grounds that unfold in events. Thus, when we talk of a skater (a figure) who glides across the ice (the ground), the specific action of glides entails a figure and a ground and is distinguishable from other potential interactions like tripping, hopping or slipping. The learning of relational terms like verbs is central to language acquisition because verbs form the fulcrum around which a sentence is constructed. Learning these words, however, is difficult because infants must not only parse events into components like figures and grounds but also “package” these components in ways that are aligned with their native tongue. By way of example, English rarely conflates ground information within the verb (consider the verbs swim and fly) but so-called “ground verbs” in Japanese routinely encode the spatial configuration of the ground being traversed (e.g. wataru ‘go across’ implies that someone crosses a flat barrier dividing two points such as a road or a railroad track) (Muehleisen & Imai, 1997).

This research is at the intersection of event processing and language development. We ask how children process basic components of events at a time when they are at the cusp of word learning, and also when most children have amassed a native vocabulary of 50 or more words. When do infants demonstrate an ability to parse events into foundational components like figures (i.e., prominent agent undergoing the motion) and grounds (i.e., a reference point or a stationary setting) and how does exposure
to their native language influence toddlers' interpretation of these event components?

1.1. Infants process components of events

During the first year, infants detect an object’s motion (Haith, 1980), discriminate changes in patterns of motion (e.g., Bogartz, Shinskey, & Schilling, 2000), and use motion to parse actions in events (Baldwin, Baird, Saylor, & Clark, 2001; Hespos, Saylor, & Grossman, 2009; Sharon & Wynn, 1998; Spelke, Born, & Chu, 1983; Wynn, 1996). Once infants perceive the actions within events, they must also detect those aspects of events that are related to linguistic expressions (Clark, 2003).

Cognitive linguists (Jackendoff, 1983; Lakoff, 1987; Langacker, 1987; Talmy, 1985; Talmy, 2000) and developmental psychologists (e.g., Mandler, 1992; Mandler, 2004) have long proposed that a set of prelinguistic constructs is foundational to learning relational terms. A dynamic event is composed of semantic components such as path (the trajectory of the motion), manner (how an action is performed), source (the starting point), and goal (the endpoint) (Jackendoff, 1983; Talmy, 1985) that are labeled across the world’s languages. Other foundational constructs refer to the spatial relations between objects such as containment (putting things in a container) and support (putting things on a surface) (Choi & Bowerman, 1991).

Research on the way that infants and adults process events for language is relatively recent (Casasola & Cohen, 2002; Choi, 2006; Golinkoff, 1981; Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2008; Göksun, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2010; Lakusta, Wagner, O’Hearn, & Landau, 2007; Malt & Wolff, 2010; Mandler, 1992; Mandler, 2004; Mandler, 2010; Parikh, Pruden, Ma, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2010; Pruden, Göksun, Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2011; Pruden, Hirsh-Pasek, Maguire, & Meyer, 2004; Pulverman, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, & Buress, 2008; Shipley & Zacks, 2008; Wagner & Carey, 2005; Wagner & Lakusta, 2009). Thus far, the spatial and event components studied share a set of common characteristics (Göksun et al., 2010). First, they are all perceptually available (e.g., one can detect the manner of gliding by witnessing the event above) (Mandler, 2004). Second, because these components are represented in the world’s languages, they seem to be universal (e.g., all languages seem to mark paths and manners in events; Jackendoff, 1983: Talmy, 1985). Third, and importantly, even though they are expressed universally, there are language-particular ways of encoding these semantic components in verbs and prepositions. For example, some languages tend to express path information with prepositions and manner information within verbs (e.g., run out in English), whereas others codify the same path of motion within the verb by using an optional manner in the adverb (e.g., salir corriendo ‘exit running’ in Spanish).

Linguistic descriptions of the semantic components of sentences are good starting points for uncovering what infants might know about dynamic events. The burgeoning literature in this area suggests that preverbal children notice and categorize spatial and event components such as path, manner, source, goal, containment, and support that are codified in verbs and prepositions (Casasola & Cohen, 2002; Choi, 2006; Lakusta, Wagner, O’Hearn, & Landau, 2007; Pruden et al., 2004; Pulverman et al., 2008). Pulverman and her colleagues, for example, habituated English- and Spanish-reared infants (14- to 17-months) to an animated starfish performing both a path and a manner (e.g., a starfish twisting as it moves over a ball). Using a within subject design, infants saw four kinds of events: control (i.e., same event as habituation), path change (the starfish twisting under the ball), manner change (the starfish spinning over the ball), and path and manner changes (starfish flapping past the ball). Both English- and Spanish-reared infants increased their attention to path changes and manner changes relative to the control event, suggesting that they isolated these components within events (Pulverman et al., 2008).

These findings are intriguing given the differential “manner bias” in English. By way of example, English has been estimated to have many more manner verbs compared to Spanish or Turkish (Slobin, 2005). When describing short event clips (e.g., a boy crawling up a low hill or a girl jumping into a pool), English speakers produced 18 times more manner verbs than path verbs (Naigles, Eisenberg, Kako, Hightier, & McGraw, 1998). Results from a recent study suggest that before 3 years of age, English-, Spanish-, and Japanese-speaking children assume that a verb labels the path represented in the event (Maguire et al., 2010). By age 3 and beyond, they manifest language-specific patterns of verb construal such that English-speaking children are more likely to map a novel verb to the manner of the motion, compared to Spanish- and Japanese-speaking children. Perhaps infants initially and universally extract the same information from the events that they witness and later, once language is processed, attend differentially to the semantic components of events that are highlighted in their language.

Some support for this notion also comes from the study of containment and support relations. Containment is defined as the relationship that occurs when something is fully or partially surrounded by a container and it is captured by the English word in. Support refers to the contact of an object on a surface and is illustrated by the English word on. Using both looking times and reaching behavior as dependent variables, Baillargeon and her colleagues demonstrated that infants discriminate between events in ways that demonstrate an understanding of containment and support (e.g., Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999; Baillargeon, Needham, & DeVos, 1992; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001b; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2006; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2008; Wang, Baillargeon, & Paterson, 2005).

If infants’ event perception starts from a common base, we might expect that prelinguistic infants will be sensitive to these spatial distinctions – even if they are not lexicalized in their native language. This concept-to-language hypothesis proposes that event categories like path and manner or containment and support would be acquired before language has its influence (e.g., Göksun et al., 2010; Hespos & Spelke, 2007). As language meets dynamic events, it may dampen attention to some event components and highlight others. And indeed, this is what the literature suggests. The finding that English-reared babies...
perceive containment and support events that are expressed in Korean lends credence to this perspective (Choi & Bowerman, 1991).

In a now classic study, Choi and Bowerman (1991) noted that Korean does not have English-equivalent words for in and on. Instead, it encodes containment and support depending on the degree of fit relation between two objects. For example, putting a ring on a finger and putting a book in a cover are described with the verb kkita, signifying the tight-fitting relationship between two objects. The contrasting verb nehta connotes loose-fit relations (i.e., put in, around or together loosely), such as putting a book on a table or putting a fruit into a bowl (Bowerman & Choi, 2001; Choi, 2006).

Hespos and Spelke (2004) asked whether English-reared 5-month-olds’ might distinguish between these “Korean” tight- and loose-fit events in both containment and support relations even though they are not expressed in their ambient language. After familiarization (e.g., an object fits tightly into a container), the infants were presented with both a familiar relation (tight-fit) and a novel relation (loose-fit). Infants looked longer at the novel relation, suggesting a keen sensitivity to tight- and loose-fit relations. By the second year after birth, responses from English- and Korean-speaking children diverged in how they processed kkita (‘tight-fit in’) vs. nehta (‘loose-fit in’) spatial relations. Even though English-speaking children at the ages of 29 and 36 months decreased in sensitivity to the difference between tight- and loose-fit containment events, Korean-speaking children maintained those distinctions. Hence, language-specific aspects of these spatial categories influenced children’s nonlinguistic sensitivity at least by 29 months of age. In addition, English-speaking 29-month-old children with more words in their vocabularies relative to their peers, or the ability to produce the word in, were less likely to perceive the difference in the Korean degree-of-fit relation as compared to low vocabulary children or to those who did not yet produce the word in (Choi, 2006). Thus, exposure to native language environment, coupled with children’s knowledge of the specific prepositions that encode these relations, negatively correlate with the detection of non-native semantic distinctions.

This concept-to-language perspective can be contrasted with an extreme view that we might term the language-to-concepts hypothesis, suggesting that children are prompted to parse nonlinguistic events only as they learn language. This hypothesis favors Whorfian linguistic relativity (Whorf, 1956), which proposes that language itself influences the way people think. That is, language is a “tool” that enables children to find components in the events they witness; learning a language might help in constructing new concepts (e.g., Bowerman, 2007; Bowerman & Levinson, 2001; Choi & Bowerman, 1991). A recent paper by Gentner and Bowerman (2009) offers a middle ground approach proposing that some spatial categories might exist prelinguistically, with others that are less salient and are represented more rarely across languages demanding linguistic experience to be learned (see also Gentner, 1982).

Taken together, the literature suggests that prelinguistic infants notice and conceptualize spatial and event components in ways that are conducive to learning all of the languages in the world regardless of their ambient language. This view parallels the research in infant discrimination of all of the sounds of language before they home in on the particular contrasts used in their native language (e.g., Eimas, Miller, & Jusczyk, 1987; Kuhl, 2004; Kuhl et al., 1997; Werker & Tees, 1984). That is, infants might discriminate and attend to a broad palette of event constructs that will later be refined and “semantically organized” with respect to the native language (for reviews see Göksun et al., 2010; Hespos & Spelke, 2007).

To date, however, only a small set of event components relevant to learning relational terms has been examined. This work expands that literature by probing three questions: (1) How do English-reared infants process figures and grounds in dynamic and static representations of events? (2) Are infants from different language environments similarly sensitive to aspects of events that are codified in languages around the world? and (3) Does sensitivity to aspects of events change as infants are exposed to their ambient language?

1.2. Figure and ground

The relationship between a static figure and a static ground was initially studied by Gestalt psychologists (e.g., Koffka, 1935; Wever, 1927) in terms of segmenting figures from grounds. Since then, the perception of figure and ground has been investigated in the literature on adults’ event processing (e.g., Kimchi & Peterson, 2008; Peterson & Gibson, 1994). There is also research on infants’ perception of figure and ground relations (e.g., Johnson & Aslin, 1998; Johnson & Mason, 2002; Kaufman-Hayoz, Kaufman, & Stucki, 1986). However, more studies are needed to assess infants’ ability to differentiate between dynamic figures on various grounds and in real life settings as a prerequisite for learning relational terms.

Why is it important to study infants’ processing of dynamic figures with respect to grounds? The discrimination of humans in dynamic events might be fundamental and associated with the concepts of agency and animacy that are constructed in the first 2 years of life (Eimas, 1994; Mandler, 1992; Mandler, 2004; for a review see Rakison & Poulin-Dubois, 2001). The interpretation of other people as agents (Johnson, 2000), for example, is related to understanding the role people play in causal events (e.g., Golinkoff, 1975; Golinkoff, 1981; Golinkoff & Kerr, 1978; Oakes, 1994; Poulin-Dubois & Shultz, 1990); the intentionality behind a person’s movement (e.g., Phillips, Wellman, & Spelke, 2002; Woodward, 1998; Woodward, 2003) and the means agents use to attain goals (Sodian, Schoepppner, & Metz, 2004).

The ground in a dynamic event is a reference point in the form of an object or the stationary setting of the scene. Ground information is central for the linguistic encoding of motion events. In English, for example, the prepositions over, into, through, and across specify both a path that the figure follows and the spatial properties of the ground object. Hence, ‘into’ not only refers to a path that the figure moves along, but also indicates that the ground object is some kind of enclosure (Talmy, 2000). When the ground
is the setting where an action takes place, different relational terms implicitly encode different grounds. For example, ‘across’ implies a relatively stable surface that can be traversed, while ‘along’ implies a more or less horizontal principal axis (Jackendoff, 1992; Landau & Jackendoff, 1993).

Intriguingly, in some languages such as Korean or Japanese, ground information for stationary setting is specified within the verbs (Choi-Jonin & Sarda, 2007; Muehleisen & Imai, 1997). Japanese, for example, classifies motion path verbs into two categories: directional-path and ground-path verbs. Directional path (DP) verbs define the direction of motion relative to a starting point or goal (e.g., hairu ‘enter’, iku ‘go’, kaeru ‘return’, kuru ‘come’), and do not restrict the ground on which the motion occurs (Muehleisen & Imai, 1997). However, ground-path (GP) verbs such as wataru ‘go across’, koeru ‘go over’, and nukeru ‘pass through,’ incorporate properties of the ground along with the direction of motion (Beavers, 2008; Muehleisen & Imai, 1997; Tsujimura, 2006). The spatial geometry of the ground is the key to assigning the correct verb to a motion event. For example, in the sentence Jun wa kawa/michi o watatta ‘Jun crossed the river/street,’ the meaning of wataru ‘go across a flat barrier dividing two points’ implies that there is both a starting point and a goal, and that the ground is a flat extended surface such as a street (see Fig. 1a and 1b). The verb wataru could not be used to describe a person moving across grounds such as a field or a tennis court, grounds that have no clear borders or barriers that demarcate the two sides of the plane. Even though the tennis court is separated into sections, there is no clear barrier between its sections or around it. To describe a crossing action on these grounds, a more generic verb tooru ‘go across a continuous plane’ is used. Thus, even the same action that takes place against different kinds of grounds would demand that a different verb be used. Compared to DP verbs, these GP verbs are very specific in regards to the ground that they encode. However, both animate and inanimate figures can be used (Muehleisen & Imai, 1997). In the current studies, we use only animate figures (i.e., humans) to show how crossing actions take place on different grounds. The use of all animate figures heightens the distinctions between the different kinds of crossing events without introducing another variable.

The encoding of grounds in some Japanese verbs, but not in English verbs, offers an opportunity to study another potential case in which event information is perceptually accessible, universally expressed in languages, and differentially labeled across languages. That is, as in the cases of containment and support or path and manner, the study of figures and grounds allows us to ask whether Japanese and English infants, prior to learning much language, make similar semantic figure and ground “cuts” when viewing dynamic events and whether exposure to language influences which ground distinctions are dampened or heightened when children learn their native tongue.

Using a nonlinguistic preferential looking paradigm (Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, Cauley, & Gordon, 1987; Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 1996), three experiments explore how English- and Japanese-reared infants discriminate figures and grounds in events and how native language exposure influences infants’ attention to these event components. In this paradigm, infants were first familiarized with single events and then shown one novel and one familiar event simultaneously. If infants can discriminate between figures and grounds in events, they should prefer to watch the novel figure or ground at test. Four specific questions were addressed: First, can English-reared infants detect figures in nonlinguistic dynamic events (Experiment 1)? We predict that infants will notice changes in the figures in dynamic events. Second, will English-reared infants show sensitivity to the detailed distinctions of grounds encoded only in Japanese (Experiment 1)? We predict that infants will be able to discriminate grounds with respect to the spatial geometry that is represented differentially within verbs in Japanese even though...
they are not coded in English. Third, is the detection of figure and ground different when infants are processing dynamic events vs. watching static scenes (Experiment 2)? We hypothesize that infants will differentiate between figures and grounds earlier when both components are static. Finally, how do English- and Japanese-reared toddlers diverge in their discrimination of grounds as they learn language (Experiment 3)? We expect that only Japanese-
reared toddlers who are exposed to a language that uses ground distinctions (wataru ‘flat barriers dividing two points’ vs. tooru ‘continuous plane’) will continue to notice the distinction between these classes of grounds.

2. Experiment 1: Discrimination of figures and grounds in dynamic events

2.1. Experiment 1a: Can 8- and 11-month-olds discriminate figures and grounds in dynamic events?

English-reared infants’ discrimination of figures and grounds in a crossing event was examined to ask whether infants notice language-relevant components in events even when their ambient language does not encode them. The Japanese ground-path verb wataru ‘go across a flat barrier dividing two points’ can be used with grounds such as a railroad track, a road, a bridge, and a street that extends in a line and with particular starting and ending points, but not with a tennis court or a grassy field that extend in a plane. Instead, the verb tooru ‘go across a continuous plane’ is used to describe a figure as it moves across a tennis court and a field. English, uses the verb ‘to cross’ appropriately with all six grounds. Thus, the Japanese verb wataru ‘a flat barrier dividing two points’ is more specific and restricted in meaning in comparison to the English verb ‘cross.’

Infants were familiarized with a dynamic scene in which a figure (e.g., a man) crossed a ground (e.g., a road). At test, they were presented with the same event in a split-screen, either with a change in the figure (e.g., a woman vs. a man crossing a road) or a change in the ground (e.g., a man crossing a railroad track vs. crossing a road). Importantly, ground comparisons were manipulated such that infants were presented with some grounds coded by the same verb in Japanese (e.g., a railroad track and a road) and with some examples that would be coded with two different verbs in Japanese: wataru ‘a flat barrier dividing two points’ as in the road and tooru ‘go across a continuous plane’ as in the tennis court. That is, infants were either presented with grounds that both extended in a line and were bounded (a railroad track vs. a road) or one that extended in a line and was bounded, and another that extended in a plane and was unbounded (a railroad track vs. a grassy field). Even though there are other grounds encoded by the verb wataru ‘go across’ (e.g., an ocean or a river, because these bodies of water also separate two points), for the current studies, we selected only a perceptually salient subset of grounds that all extend in a line (a road, a street, a bridge, and a railroad track).

Eight- and 11-month-old infants were tested in either a figure or a ground discrimination study. These age groups were chosen because previous findings suggest that infants discriminate various event components prior to producing their first words between 7 and 12 months of age (Lakusta et al., 2007; Pulverman et al., 2008). We hypothesized that (1) none of the infants in the figure or ground discrimination study would have an a priori preference before familiarization to a specific figure or ground; (2) infants should look longer to the novel figure or novel ground in the test trial, if they notice the change from familiarization trials to test trial; and (3) parallel to the degree-of-fit distinction made in Korean, English-reared infants would also differentiate grounds better when the comparison was between two categories in Japanese (wataru ‘go across’ vs. tooru ‘go through’) as opposed to within the same Japanese category. That is, infants might consider the road vs. railroad track comparison more similar than the road vs. tennis court comparison.

2.2. Method

2.2.1. Participants

Fifty 8-month-old (M = 8.01, SD = .76, 24 males) and 45 11-month-old (M = 11.04, SD = .82, 25 males) English-reared infants participated in this experiment. Infants were randomly assigned to either the figure discrimination (26 8-month-olds and 21 11-month-olds) or the ground discrimination study (24 8-month-olds and 24 11-month-olds). All infants were monolingual and full-term at birth. Infants were predominantly Caucasian and of middle-class families from two Northeastern cities in the United States. Infants who had been tested at 8-months-old were not tested again at 11 months. An additional 26 infants across two age groups were excluded from data analyses because they were bilingual (n = 7), premature (n = 1), the data were lost due to experimental error (n = 1), low attention to video clips (n = 10), having a side bias (n = 3, see below in the coding section for the criterion), or fussing-out during the experiment (n = 4).

2.2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of televised displays of four people (a woman, a man, a 6-year-old girl and a 6-year-old boy) crossing one of the six grounds (railroad track, road, narrow street, bridge, tennis court, and grassy field) from left to right. In a 175 × 125 pixel image of the scene, children had an average height of 28 pixels and adults had an average height of 40 pixels. In each event, the figure crossed all the way across the ground two times, after one crossing was completed, as the clip repeated again from the beginning of the event. The pace of walking was controlled across the event clips. No linguistic audio accompanied these dynamic events. Stimuli were videotaped outdoors. All figures and grounds are presented in Fig. 1a and 1b.

In the figure discrimination study, different conditions displayed one of the three comparisons of figures: adult–adult, adult–child, and child–child. The figures were presented on different grounds in different conditions. For example, an infant might have seen the comparison of a woman and a man either both on a road or both on a tennis court. The use of human figures enabled us to keep the clips roughly comparable.

In the ground discrimination study, two conditions emerged based on the encoding in Japanese: within-category comparisons (wataru ‘a flat barrier dividing two points’ i.e., a railroad track, a road, a narrow street, and a bridge) and across-category comparisons (e.g., railroad track and tennis court or road and grass). The “wataru” grounds signal clear boundaries between the starting point and the goal point and extend in a line. A grassy field and a
tennis court are not proper grounds for the verb *wataru* ‘a flat barrier dividing two points’; they are instead encoded by the verb *tooru* ‘a continuous plane’ in Japanese since they possess no barriers to divide them from their surroundings.

2.2.3. Procedure

Infants were tested using the nonlinguistic Preferential Looking Paradigm (Golinkoff et al., 1987; Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 1996; Pruden et al., 2004) where children are seated on their parents’ laps approximately 2.5 feet from the front of a 44-in. television screen (34 × 28 in.). So as not to influence the child’s direction of looking, parents were instructed to keep their eyes closed during the study.

Two cameras were placed at equal distance from the sides of the television (15 in.). The video camera on the right ran the movie for the study; the video camera on the left recorded the child’s eye gaze for offline coding (for a similar set up, see Maguire et al., 2010). This enabled a clear view of eye gaze to the left or right side of the screen. Once the experimenter started the movie, he or she left the room to avoid influencing the infant’s attention. Each movie lasted for 132 s. Upon completion of the study, infants received a small gift of either a t-shirt or a toy.

The stimulus movie contained four main phases: introduction, salience, familiarization, and test trials (for sample conditions see Fig. 2). The trials were separated by an attention-getter.

2.2.4. Introduction phase

An animated character appeared first on one side of the screen and then on the other to ensure that infants were familiarized to clips playing on both sides of the screen. Each presentation was 6 s long.

2.2.5. Salience phase

Infants first saw what was to later become the test trial. This was used to determine whether there was any *a priori*
preference for either clip. The salience phase contained a 12-s clip of two events on a split-screen.

2.2.6. Familiarization phase

Infants watched four 12-s clips of exactly the same stimulus on the full screen that involved a figure crossing a ground (e.g., woman crossing a railroad).

2.2.7. Test phase

Infants watched the test events simultaneously on the split-screen for 12 s. In the figure discrimination study, infants were presented with the comparison between same figure/same ground (a woman crossing a railroad) vs. novel figure/same ground (a man crossing a railroad). In the ground discrimination study, the test trials compared the same figure/same ground (a woman crossing a railroad) clip seen during familiarization with the same figure/novel ground (a woman crossing a road) video clip. For within-category comparisons, the grounds were all from the “wataru” category, such as a railroad track vs. a road. For across-category conditions, the comparison used one ground from the “wataru” category and one ground that could not be described by the Japanese “wataru” (e.g., a road vs. a tennis court, or a railroad vs. a field).

2.2.8. Attention-Getter

A 3-s smiling baby face accompanied by the children’s song “Oh, Susanna” was used to separate the trials in each phase of the experiment. The attention-getter had two purposes: to renew infants’ interest in the movie and to reorient the infants’ looking to the center of the screen before they had to choose between pairs of stimuli in the split-screen trials. The side of the novel figure and the novel ground was counterbalanced in both salience and test trials. No linguistic stimuli or audio of any type accompanied the clips. Infants’ looking times were recorded for later coding.

2.2.9. Coding

The dependent variable was total looking time towards each event. During attention-getters and familiarization phases, infants’ looking to the center of the screen was measured. For the introduction, salience, and test phases, attention to the left or right side of the screen was coded using a button-press box (see McDonough, Choi, & Mandler, 2003).

 Coders were always blind to condition to ensure that they did not know the target side in the movie. Each infant was coded twice to obtain intra-individual reliability. Coders were trained to consistently meet a standard of 99% reliability for both intra- and inter-judge coding. The intra-rater reliability is .998 (SD = .004) for all participants; 41% of all videotapes were coded by a second person for inter-coder reliability (r = .991, SD = .010).

Attention was calculated by taking an infant’s total visual fixation time during all phases and dividing this number by the length of the entire movie. If infants looked at the movie less than 50% of the time (i.e., “low attention”), the data were removed from the sample. Ten infants were excluded due to this criterion. Side bias was calculated by dividing infants’ total looking to the right side of the screen by their total looking time to both right and left sides of the screen. In this calculation, only split-screen phases were included. If the calculation was greater than .80 to one side, this was taken as an indication of a side bias, and the infant’s data would be excluded from analyses. Three infants were excluded due to this criterion.

2.3. Results

Percentage of looking time towards each event in the split-screen was calculated for salience and test trials. We report results separately for the figure and ground studies. As no significant gender differences emerged for either study, we did not consider gender as a separate factor for further analyses.

2.3.1. Figure discrimination

A repeated-measures ANOVA with age (8- and 11-month-olds) as the between-subject variable and trials (salience and test) as the within-subject variable yielded a trial by age group interaction, F(1, 45) = 7.14, p = .01, η² = .14. No main effects of trial or age group were found. That is, in the salience trials infants did not have any significant a priori preference for the event clips at any age: 8-month-olds: t(25) = 1.58, p = .13, 11-month-olds: t(20) = .43, p = .66. However, as seen in Fig. 3 (top graph), only 11-month-old infants looked significantly longer to the novel figure compared to the same figure in test trials, by their total looking time to both right and left sides of the screen. In this calculation, only split-screen phases were included. If the calculation was greater than .80 to one side, this was taken as an indication of a side bias, and the infant’s data would be excluded from analyses. Three infants were excluded due to this criterion.

Fig. 3. Eight- and 11-month-old infants’ mean percentage of looking times in the test phase to novel vs. familiar figures (top panel) and novel vs. familiar grounds (bottom panel). *p < .05.
Infants in both age groups were equally attentive during the entire movie (71% and 74%, respectively for 8- and 11-month-olds). Additionally, looking times during the familiarization phase were examined to determine whether there was an age difference in infants’ attention to the events. A repeated measures ANOVA with age (8- and 11-month-olds) as the between-subject variable and four familiarization trials as the within-subject variables yielded only a main effect of familiarization trial, \( F(1, 135) = 6.29, p = .01, \eta^2 = .12 \), but no main effect of either age or an age by trial interaction. Finally, no significant difference was found for different comparisons of figures (adult–adult, adult–child, or child–child).

### 2.3.2. Ground discrimination

A repeated-measures ANOVA with age (8- and 11-month-olds) and ground condition (within- and across-category) as the between-subject variables and trials (silence and test) as the within-subject variable demonstrated no main effects of trial, age group, or ground condition, nor any interactions among them, \( F_s < .114, p_s > .23 \). Infants did not have any a priori preference for either event at either age: 8-month-olds: \( t(23) = .92, p = .37, \) 11-month-olds: \( t(23) = .48, p = .64 \), and infants at these age groups had similar percentages of looking times to novel and familiar grounds in the test trials in both within- and across-category comparisons (see Fig. 3, bottom graph). No significant difference was found for different comparisons of grounds in each condition (within- and across-categories; Fig. 4).

We again did not find any significant difference in terms of infants’ attention during the entire movie (74% and 76%, respectively for 8- and 11-month-olds). Looking time analyses during the familiarization trials yielded no main effects of age or familiarization trial or an interaction between them. In both age groups, although there was a decline in looking times across the familiarization trials, it was not significant.

**Fig. 4.** Eight- and 11-month-olds’ mean percentage of looking times to novel and familiar grounds at test in within- and across-category comparisons (\( p_s > .05 \)).

### 2.4. Discussion

The results from Experiment 1a suggest that by 11 months of age, English-reared infants only noticed the change of figures in these events. That is, infants discriminate figure changes earlier than ground changes in dynamic events. This is consistent with previous studies on other conceptual precursors such as containment-support and source-goal, which demonstrate that infants notice some components in events earlier than others. For example, infants distinguish the goal of an action before the source of an action (Lakusta et al., 2007) and containment events before support events (e.g., Casasola & Cohen, 2002).

Why do infants process figures earlier than grounds in dynamic displays? Figures are also expressed earlier than other conceptual distinctions in children’s early utterance combinations (e.g., Clark, 1979; Grace & Suci, 1981; Tomasello & Merriman, 1995). Bock and Warren (1985) argue that the conceptual accessibility of what is related to a hierarchy of grammatical relations and the mental representations of these most accessible concepts are learned earlier. Research with toddlers has also demonstrated that visual attention was focused on the agents in a dynamic scene (Robertson & Suci, 1980). Hence, it is not surprising that in our study infants processed the human figures earlier than the grounds in the scenes.

On a related point, the perceptual saliency of event components might be related to differing developmental trajectories. Perhaps a moving, animate figure commands infants’ attention more so than a stationary ground. Clark (2009) suggests that children’s early conceptual categories are influenced by perceptual Gestalts. Thus, a figure is against a ground, and the moving figure object would be more salient than any one part of the scene. From very early on, infants are sensitive to motion and differentiate biological from nonbiological movement (Bertenthal, 1993). In addition, infants perceive the unity of a centered-occluded object when it moves in front of a textured background surface, but they do not perceive object unity when it lacks a background texture (Johnson & Aslin, 1996; Johnson & Aslin, 1998; see also Kellman & Spelke, 1983).

By the end of the first year of life, infants represent animate beings as having goal-directed movements, intentions, and as agents of the events (e.g., Golinkoff & Kerr, 1978; Rakison & Poulin-Dubois, 2001; Woodward, 1998). The present study adds to this literature, suggesting that infants detect people as figures on various grounds in dynamic events.

Eleven-month-olds discriminated between all figure comparisons (adult–child, adult–adult, and child–child), suggesting that they detect information other than a person’s height as a sign of figure change. Why were 8-month-olds not successful in recognizing the change of the person in these dynamic events? One possible explanation is that people were shown laterally, perhaps making it harder for younger infants to differentiate between them. Even though research suggested that 7-month-olds were more sensitive to actions than faces (Bahrick & Newell, 2008), in dynamic scenes where people’s actions were similar (i.e., crossing different grounds), facial features might
be a useful and salient cue for discriminating between people.

2.5. Experiment 1b: Can 14-month-olds discriminate between grounds in dynamic events?

Experiment 1a suggested that 11-month-old infants noticed the change of a human actor in dynamic scenes on different grounds. In the ground discrimination study, however, we found that 11-month-olds did not have a significant preference for novel or familiar grounds at test. To examine the possibility of a developmental change in ground discrimination, we recruited an older age group of infants: 14-month-olds. We predicted that (1) none of the infants would have an a priori preference for specific grounds; (2) infants should look longer to the novel ground in the test trial, if they distinguish the ground change between the familiarization trials and the test trial; and (3) English-reared infants at this age would also differentiate grounds better when the comparison was between two categories in Japanese (wataru ‘go across’ vs. tooru ‘go through’). That is, these infants would notice ground changes better in across-category comparisons.

2.5.1. Participants

Twenty-four 14-month-old (M = 14.22, SD=92, 12 males) English-reared infants participated. All infants were monolingual and full-term at birth. Infants were predominantly White and belonged to middle-class homes in two Northeastern towns in the United States. An additional six infants were excluded from data analyses due to experimenter error (n = 1), infant low attention to video clips (n = 1), or fussing-out during the experiment (n = 4).

2.5.2. Stimuli, procedure, and coding

All exactly the same as in the ground discrimination study in Experiment 1a.

2.6. Results and discussion

Percentage of looking time towards each event in the split-screen was calculated for salience and test trials. When no significant gender differences emerged, gender was not considered as a separate factor for further analyses.

A repeated measures ANOVA with ground condition (within- and across-Japanese category) as the between-subject variable and trials (salience and test) as the within-subject variable showed only a main effect of ground condition, $F(1, 22) = 4.55$, $p = .04$, $\eta^2 = .17$. No significant preference to either event was obtained at salience, $t(23) = 1.17$, $p = .19$. However, infants looked significantly longer to the novel ground in the test trial, $t(23) = 2.20$, $p = .03$. As shown in Fig. 5, infants looked significantly longer to the novel ground but only in the across-category comparison (e.g., railroad vs. tennis court) at above chance levels, $t(12) = 4.48$, $p = .001$. They did not show the same pattern in the within-category comparison, $p = .87$. No significant difference was found for different comparisons of grounds within each condition.

Lastly, looking times during the familiarization phase were examined to determine whether infants attended to the events and whether there was a difference in attention between within- and across-category comparisons. A repeated-measures ANOVA with condition (within- vs. across-category) as the between-subject variable and four familiarization trials as within-subject variables yielded only a main effect of familiarization trial, $F(3, 66) = 7.59$, $p = .01$, $\eta^2 = .27$. No main effect of condition or an interaction between familiarization trial and condition was found. This finding suggests that infants in both conditions were attentive during the familiarization phase and infants’ looking times declined during familiarization across the trials.

Results from experiment 1b demonstrate that English-reared infants differentiated between grounds at 14 months of age. More importantly, when infants noticed ground changes, they did so for distinctions not encoded in English (i.e., the categorical difference of wataru ‘go across’ in Japanese). To what extent is this finding merely a product of the perceptual differences between these stimuli? If only perceptual differences mattered, then any variation in grounds should have led to looking time differences – even for comparisons of the grounds in the within-category conditions. This was not the case. Instead, these findings suggest that the geometry of grounds – despite perceptual differences – are better described as falling into distinct categories, namely, wataru and tooru categories.

Our findings corroborate the growing body of research on event perception. Infants parse events into their components and attend to distinctions in events even when these are not codified in their native language. Results from the ground discrimination study suggest that infants are sensitive to a categorical distinction between grounds made in Japanese but not in English. In particular, the grounds coded by the verb wataru ‘go across’ share certain geometric features: They are bounded and extend in a line with specific starting and ending points. In contrast, other grounds do not have these features. English-reared infants attend to these common features between wataru grounds, and notice the changes in grounds only when the ground changes from one Japanese category to another. This is reminiscent of English-reared 5-month-old infants’
2.7. Experiment 1c: Can 14-month-olds discriminate between grounds in dynamic events on grayscale?

The findings from Experiments 1a and 1b demonstrated that infants notice changes in figures at 11 months and grounds at 14 months in dynamic motion events. In ground discrimination, infants only noticed the novel ground when one ground was from the wataru category and the other was either a tennis court or a grassy field, grounds not encoded with the verb wataru ‘go across.’ Infants, for instance, differentiated a tennis court from a railroad track – a Japanese cross-category comparison – better than they did a railroad track vs. a road – a within-category Japanese comparison.

There is, however, a potential perceptual confound in the stimuli given the nature of the videos used to test this distinction. As shown in Fig. 1a and 1b, in addition to the nature of the geometry of the grounds, a tennis court and a grassy field have a salient color. One might argue that the homogenous stretches of green or red of the grassy field and the tennis court, respectively, allowed infants to categorize these two grounds together. To rule out this possibility and to secure our interpretation, we conducted a control experiment in which infants were presented exactly the same movies in grayscale. If color of the ground were a strong perceptual cue for infants’ discrimination of grounds, we would not expect to obtain ground category distinctions, removing color from the scene should not change the results. For example, infants would still find the comparison of road vs. grassy field (a cross-category comparison) easier to detect than the comparison of road vs. railroad track (a within-category comparison). Thus, we predicted that there would be no difference in ground differentiation between the color screen (Experiment 1b) and the black-white screen used here.

2.8. Method

2.8.1. Participants

Twenty-four 14-month-old ($M = 14.01, \ SD = .79$) English-reared infants participated, balanced for gender. All infants were monolingual and full-term at birth. Infants were predominantly White and from middle-class homes in two Northeastern towns. An additional 5 infants were excluded from data analyses due to bilingual exposure ($n = 1$) and having low attention ($n = 4$).

2.8.2. Stimuli

The stimuli were exactly the same as with the ground discrimination study in Experiment 1a, except that the movies were presented in grayscale. Again, there were two conditions based on the Japanese GP distinctions: within-category (wataru ‘go across,’ e.g., a railroad track and a road) and across-category (e.g., a railroad track and a tennis court or a road and a grassy field) comparisons.

2.8.3. Procedure and coding

The procedure and coding were the same as the ground discrimination study in the Experiment 1a. Twenty percent of all videotapes were coded by a second person for inter-coder reliability ($r = .994, SD = .005$).

2.9. Results and discussion

A repeated measures ANOVA with ground condition (within- and across-category) as the between-subject variable and trials (salience and test) as the within-subject variable yielded only a main effect of ground condition, $F(1, 22) = 7.15, p = .014$, $\eta^2 = .25$. No reliable preference for either event emerged in the salience trial, $t(23) = 1.74, p = .09$, and no condition by salience trial interaction was found, $p > .21$. Only infants in the across-category condition preferred to look at the novel grounds at test, $t(12) = 2.27, p = .04$, and this occurred at above chance level (see Fig. 6). No significant difference was found for different comparisons of grounds in each condition (within- and across-categories).

Another repeated-measures ANOVA with condition (within- vs. across-category) as the between-subject variable and 4 familiarization trials as within-subject variables yielded only a main effect of familiarization trial, $F(3, 66) = 2.86, p = .04$, $\eta^2 = .12$. No main effect of condition or an interaction between familiarization trial and condition were found. Infants in both conditions were equally attentive during the familiarization trials and their looking times declined across trials.

Thus, the results completely parallel those in Experiment 1b: when two grounds belonged to different categories as defined in Japanese (such as the road vs. the grassy field comparison), English-reared infants showed a preference for the novel ground on grayscale just as they had in the color exposure.

![Fig. 6. Fourteen-month-olds’ mean percentage of looking times to novel and familiar grounds at test in the within- and across-category comparisons in the ground discrimination study with grayscale. *p < .05.](image)
We also compared the percentage of looking time to the novel ground between the infants who watched the movies on the color screen in Experiment 1b and in grayscale. Results showed that infants’ looking time patterns were very similar between the two studies with no significant differences in looking time, \( p > .05 \) (see Figs. 5 and 6).

The results of Experiment 1c argue against the possibility that infants were simply using the color of the grounds as a feature for ground categorization. Although there might be other perceptual confounds in the scene, the findings suggest that the \textit{geometry} of the ground is a strong cue for differentiating between two grounds on a color screen and in grayscale. Hence, the nature of the ground, here defined abstractly as connecting specific starting and ending points and extending in a line or a plane, is noticed by English-reared infants when they process these dynamic events. Together with the findings from Experiment 1b, these findings suggest that the perceptual differences among grounds fall into two distinct categories, categories described by the Japanese verbs \textit{wataru} and \textit{tooru}.

3. Experiment 2: Discrimination of figures and grounds in static representations of events

Verb learning demands perceiving the spatial–temporal interaction inherent in dynamic events, because verbs capture a categorical moment in the unfolding event. For example, consider a woman running on the street. The woman runs in space, on a ground (i.e., the street) within a specific period of time. As she runs, both spatial and temporal dimensions change. Motion verbs are defined in large part by the interaction of figures and grounds across space and time. We thus wanted to explore whether infants perceive the semantic components of events in static displays of the same dynamic events. These scenes preserve the spatial dimension but not temporal aspect of those events. A picture of a dynamic event takes “a slice in time” as if the temporal dimension is frozen while keeping a static spatial configuration. Is the dynamic information important to the kinds of categories formed for verb learning or would static slices in time equally preserve the dimensions reflected in verb learning?

Past literature on containment, support, and degree of fit studies all utilized dynamic events showing a hand that placed objects into particular spatial relationships (Casasola & Cohen, 2002; Choi, 2006; Hespos & Spelke, 2004). Yet, the crucial distinctions between these events and ours are that in the past literature, discrimination of semantic elements could be made based on the \textit{static endpoints} of the events. For instance, “putting a toy tightly into a box” would be presented as an actual hand moving a toy tightly into a box, resulting in a static scene. In stark contrast, the ground-path verbs used in Japanese represent the interaction of the \textit{path} of the \textit{figure} against a particular type of \textit{ground}. The verb \textit{wataru}, for example, ‘flat barriers dividing two points’ from the dynamic ground discrimination study implies a dynamic motion on a particular ground rather than just a representation of the ground itself. It is possible that by teasing apart the spatial and temporal dimensions, static events might no longer represent these scenes as different enough to be codified with different verbs (Muehleisen & Imai, 1997).

No research (of which we are aware) has investigated infants’ ability to distinguish figures and grounds in static representations of dynamic events. Only one published study examined infants’ attention to the relation between figure and context by using pictures of animals and vehicles on various grounds (Bornstein, Arterberry, & Mash, 2010). They found that 6-month-old infants categorized colored photographs of animals and vehicles across various contexts in which the figures appeared (e.g., a tiger in the green field, a tiger on a beach, and a tiger in a parking lot). The authors concluded that in category learning, infants initially focus on objects and ignore the contextual information.

Experiment 2 explored whether eliminating the temporal, but preserving the spatial aspect of an event enhanced or detracted from infants’ ability to distinguish different figures and grounds. Instead of dynamic events, we used still shots of the people when they were in the middle of the screen. A static display might thus reduce attention to the figure and give priority to the ground, yielding an earlier discrimination of grounds. These studies allow us to specify whether infants notice the same semantic components to the same degree in static vs. dynamic events.

Eight- and 11-month-old infants’ processing of figures and grounds was tested in static version of the dynamic motion events used in Experiment 1a. These age groups were chosen to parallel those in the dynamic figure and ground discrimination studies (Experiment 1a). Also, given the findings of Bornstein et al. (2010), we expected that infants at these ages might be able to detect changes in figures and ground in static pictures. We expected that (1) there would be no \textit{a priori} preference to static scenes before familiarization to a specific figure or ground; (2) similar to the dynamic experiments, in general, infants should look longer to the \textit{novel} figure or the \textit{novel} ground at test; (3) English-reared infants might not be sensitive to different ground distinctions (i.e., within- vs. across-category distinctions) in static events that no longer have a temporal dimension; and (4) infants might detect grounds earlier than they did in dynamic events, due to the presence of a static figure which might not attract as much attention as a dynamic figure.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

Thirty-five 8-month-old (\( M = 8.14, SD = .85, 18 \) males) and 32 11-month-old (\( M = 11.12, SD = .88, 13 \) males) English-reared infants participated. Infants were randomly assigned to the figure discrimination study (17 8-month-olds and 16 11-month-olds) or the ground discrimination study (18 8-month-olds and 16 11-month-olds). All infants were monolingual and full-term at birth. Infants were predominantly White and from middle-class homes in two Northeastern towns in the United States. An additional 22 infants across two age groups and figure and ground studies were excluded from data analyses because they were bilingual (\( n = 3 \)), premature (\( n = 1 \)), experimental
error \((n = 4)\), and having low attention to the video clips \((n = 12)\), or having a side bias \((n = 2)\).

3.1.2. Stimuli

This time, instead of dynamic events, we used screen shots of the figures (a woman, a man, a 6-year-old girl, and a 6-year-old boy) when they were in the middle of the screen (equally distant from both ends of the screen). All stimuli at all phases were static versions of the dynamic events. No linguistic audio accompanied these scenes.

As in the dynamic figure discrimination study, there were three comparisions of figures: adult–adult, adult–child, and child–child. The figures were also presented on different grounds within in each condition. For grounds, we again preserved two conditions based on how Japanese would encode these ground verbs in dynamic contexts. One condition involved the comparison of two grounds from the category of wataru (e.g., a road vs. a railroad track) and the other condition included cross-category comparisons with on ground from the “wataru” category and another from the “tooru” category (e.g., a road vs. a tennis court).

3.1.3. Procedure and coding

The procedure and coding for the static figure and ground discrimination studies were exactly the same as the dynamic figure and ground studies. Static stimuli were presented for the same amount of time as the dynamic stimuli. A second person coded 20% of all videotapes for inter-coder reliability \((r = .994, SD = .003)\).

3.2. Results

We calculated infants’ percentage of looking time towards each scene in the split-screen for salience and test trials. We report results separately for the figure and ground studies. No significant gender differences emerged for each study. Thus, gender was not considered as a separate factor for further analyses.

3.2.1. Figure discrimination

A repeated-measures ANOVA with age (8- and 11-month-olds) as the between-subject variable and trials (salience and test) as the within-subject variable yielded main effects of age and trial, \(F(1, 31) = 8.91, p = .01, \eta^2 = .22\) and \(F(1, 31) = 8.12, p = .01, \eta^2 = .20\), but no significant interaction between them. Infants’ looking times to the left and right side of the screen did not significantly differ in the salience trials at either age: 8-month-olds: \(t(16) = .99, p = .34\), 11-month-olds: \(t(15) = 1.06, p = .31\). As shown in Fig. 7 (top panel), only 11-month-old infants looked significantly longer to the novel figure compared to the same figure at test, \(t(15) = 3.03, p = .01\). Infants in both age groups were equally attentive to the whole movie (63% and 66%, respectively for 8- and 11-month-olds). Looking times during the familiarization phase yielded no main effects of familiarization trial, age, or an age by familiarization trial interaction \((Fs < 1.98, ps > .08)\).

Fig. 7. Eight- and 11-month-olds’ mean percentage of looking times in the test phase with static displays to figures (top panel) and grounds (bottom panel). \(p < .05\).

3.2.2. Ground discrimination

A repeated-measures ANOVA with age (8- and 11-month-olds) as the between-subject variable and trials (salience and test) as the within-subject variable yielded a main effect of trial, \(F(1, 32) = 8.38, p = .01, \eta^2 = .21\) and a trial by age interaction, \(F(1, 32) = 6.03, p = .02, \eta^2 = .16\). That is, infants at both age groups had no significant preference for either event at any age in the salience trial: 8-month-olds: \(t(17) = .59, p = .56\), 11-month-olds: \(t(15) = .93, p = .37\). Only 11-month-old infants looked significantly longer to the novel ground compared to the familiar ground at test, \(t(15) = 5.45, p = .01\) (see Fig. 7, bottom panel). Only the older age group (11-month-olds) appeared to notice the change in the ground in the test trial after familiarization, though the age groups were similar in their total attention during the whole movie (66% and 64%, respectively for 8- and 11-month-olds). Interestingly, and as predicted, infants detected the grounds in static scenes earlier than they noted ground changes in dynamic displays (Experiment 1b). Looking times during the familiarization phase yielded no main effects of familiarization trial, age, or an age by familiarization trial interaction \((Fs < .84, ps > .44)\).

Next, we analyzed whether infants were sensitive to the categorical ground distinctions coded by Japanese in static representations that lacked a temporal component. In stark contrast to what we found in Experiments 1b and 1c, infants started noticing the changes of grounds in static representations at 11 months of age and looked similarly to novel grounds regardless of the categorical distinction.
in Japanese. Also, no significant difference was found for different comparisons of grounds in each condition, \( p > .05 \) (within- and across-categories).

Finally, we tested infants’ looking times during familiarization in the figure and ground studies for the dynamic vs. the static displays (the comparison of Experiments 1a and 2). Results indicated that infants looked significantly longer to the dynamic displays than to the static displays for both figures and grounds, \( F(1, 76) = 9.37, p = .003, \eta^2 = .11, \) and \( F(1, 78) = 13.96, p = .001, \eta^2 = .15. \) No significant interaction between age and study (dynamic vs. static) was found, suggesting that dynamic displays were more interesting to infants compared to static scenes.

### 3.3. Discussion

Experiment 2 demonstrated that English-reared infants differentiated static figures by 11 months of age, which was the same time they detected moving figures in dynamic motion events. In contrast, ground discrimination was detected earlier when the stimuli were static. In particular, infants noticed the change in grounds in static events 3 months before they did so for dynamic events. On the other hand, in the static versions of the dynamic events, infants did not distinguish between the types of grounds coded in Japanese. They treated within- and across-category comparisons of grounds similarly.

This experiment suggests that infants do not process static and dynamic events in the same way (Cutting & Profitt, 1981). A critical finding, for example, was the disappearance of the categorical Japanese ground distinctions in the static versions of the same dynamic events. Without the dynamic motion, infants differentiated grounds both within- and across-categories, indicating that the perceptual distinctions between grounds in across-category comparisons were not more salient than within-category comparisons. But static scenes fail to capture the interaction between the figure and ground evident in dynamic scenes and therefore do not support the categorization of grounds. Arguably, the movement of the figure in dynamic events clarifies the starting and ending points of the grounds and whether the ground extends in a line or in a plane. The results also suggest that understanding verbs demands actual interaction between figures and grounds in actual events.

The removal of the dynamic aspects of the event also had the effect of enhancing infants’ ability to distinguish between different grounds. Presumably, the person’s movement in Experiment 1 oriented infants’ attention to figures rather than grounds. Movement is a strong predictor of infants’ attention to figures (e.g., Kellman & Spelke, 1983; Otsuka & Yamaguchi, 2003). Thus, younger infants appear to experience change-blindness as to “where” the action occurs when there are moving figures. Interestingly, during familiarization, infants had similar looking times in the figure discrimination and ground discrimination conditions for the static scenes, which were significantly lower than the looking times in the dynamic displays (which were also similar for the figure and ground condition).

Finally, this result raises questions about why infants successfully distinguish animals and vehicles in various environments at 6 months of age in an earlier study (Bornstein et al., 2010), but detect static and dynamic human figures later. One reason that processing might be more difficult in this study in relation to Bornstein et al. is that we presented the humans using a lateral view of the figures on the screen, which made it more difficult to notice faces which might otherwise be more inherently interesting. Another explanation might be the size and location of the objects: the people were in the middle of the screen and the grounds occupied more space in comparison to the size of the figures in the static events.

### 4. Experiment 3: Cross-language comparisons on the detection of grounds

Our findings on infants’ processing of grounds in dynamic events demonstrate that English-reared infants notice non-native ground distinctions. However, the evidence up to this point is inconclusive about the role language plays in infants’ processing of these categorical ground distinctions. Would Japanese-reared infants process grounds in dynamic events in the same way as that evidenced by their English-reared peers? If so, it would offer support for the concept-to-language hypothesis. Testing Japanese infants also enables us to ask whether the early categorical distinctions infants notice in events change as they are exposed to their ambient language. Japanese children, immersed in a language that codes for these ground distinctions, should continue to notice different classes of grounds (e.g., wataru and tooru) as they become speakers of their language. English-reared infants, who do not hear these distinctions marked in their ambient language, should eventually dampen their ability to detect these event components.

This work parallels previous research demonstrating that children’s sensitivity to non-native categorical distinctions decreases over time (e.g., Choi, 2006: Choi & Bowerman, 1991; Gentner & Bowerman, 2009). For example, after the second year of life, English- and Korean-speaking children responded differently to Korean tight- vs. loose-fit distinctions, suggesting that language-specific aspects of these spatial categories influence children’s non-linguistic sensitivity. Thus, learning language dampens the detection of non-linguistic categorical differences that are not encoded in one’s native tongue. In the final set of experiments we asked whether Japanese-reared infants differentiate between grounds in a way similar to English-reared infants and whether the early categorical distinctions infants notice in events change with exposure to their ambient language.

#### 4.1. Experiment 3a: Can 14-month-old japanese-reared infants discriminate between grounds?

Here we examined how Japanese-reared infants processed grounds in dynamic events and whether they were receptive to the categorical ground distinctions encoded in Japanese. Fourteen-month-old Japanese-reared infants were tested because infants from English-speaking environments differentiate between grounds at this age. First,
it was hypothesized that there would be no preference for either event during the split-screen salience trials. Second, if infants discriminate between grounds in the test trial, they will look longer to the side where there is a novel ground. Last, similar to English-reared infants’ responses, Japanese-reared infants would also differentiate grounds better when the comparison was between two categories in Japanese (wataru vs. tooru) as opposed to within the same Japanese verb category (wataru).

4.2. Method

4.2.1. Participants

The final sample was comprised of 26 14-month-old Japanese-reared infants (M = 14.07, SD = .74, 15 males). Data were collected in the Greater-Tokyo Metropolitan area, Japan by a trained Japanese–English bilingual experimenter. All infants were full-term and came from monolingual Japanese households. An additional five infants were excluded from data analyses because they fussed-out during the experiment (n = 4) or had low attention to the video clips (n = 1).

4.2.2. Stimuli, procedure, and coding

All were the same as those used in the dynamic ground discrimination study of Experiment 1. A second coding of 12% of subjects yielded high reliability (r = .992, SD = .003).

4.3. Results and discussion

A repeated measures ANOVA with ground condition (within- and across-category) as the between-subject variable and trials (salience and test) as the within-subject variable yielded only main effects of ground condition and trial, F(1, 24) = 16.32, p = .001, η² = .41 and F(1, 24) = 7.37, p = .012, η² = .24, respectively. The interaction between trial and ground condition was marginally significant, F(1, 24) = 3.83, p = .06, η² = .14. No significant preference for either event emerged in the salience trial in either condition, ts < 1.83, ps > .09. There was also no significant condition by salience trial interaction, p > .14. Only infants in the across-category condition preferred to look at the novel grounds at test, t(10) = 7.75, p = .001, and this result was above chance level (see Fig. 8, bottom panel). Another repeated-measures ANOVA with condition (within- vs. across-category) as the between-subject variable and 4 familiarization trials as within-subject variables yielded only a main effect of familiarization trial, F(3, 72) = 4.44, p = .006, η² = .16. Neither a main effect of condition (within- vs. across-category) nor an interaction between trial and condition were found. Infants in both conditions were equally attentive during the familiarization trials and looking times declined across trials.

Finally, we compared English-reared infants from Experiment 1b and Japanese-reared infants in this experiment. Results indicated no main effect of language group or any interactions with language group, Fs < 1.09, ps > .30 (see Fig. 8). Both age groups significantly differentiated between grounds only in the across-category conditions.

The findings of this study suggest that 14-month-old Japanese infants and English-reared children of the same age demonstrated very similar sensitivity to distinctions between grounds in dynamic events. Just as English- and Korean-reared infants both detect the degree-of-fit relations in containment and support events even though this information was encoded only in Korean (Choi, 2006), English- and Japanese-reared 14-month-olds both attended to ground distinctions in nonlinguistic events in ways that are consistent with the category cuts used in Japanese.

These results support the concept-to-language hypothesis as well as Gentner and Bowerman’s (2009) conjecture that some event categories might be acquired before language learning. An accurate assessment of these theories cannot be complete without testing the role of language learning on these event constructs. In the final experiment, we examine both English- and Japanese-reared older children’s attention to the ground categorical distinctions in dynamic, nonlinguistic events.

4.4. Experiment 3b: Can 19-month-old English- and Japanese-reared discriminate between grounds similarly?

Here we explore the link between learning a native language (i.e., English or Japanese) and the processing of
grounds in nonlinguistic events. If infants’ attention to events alters as they learn their ambient language, we might expect differences between English- and Japanese-reared toddlers. Nineteen-month-old English- and Japanese-reared toddlers who generally pass the 50-word mark were recruited as participants and compared to those who were at the cusp of language learning in our prior experiments. At around 18 months of age, children seem to undergo a notable increase in the amount of vocabulary produced (e.g., Bloom, 1973; Dromi, 1987; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1987; but see Bloom, 2000). Therefore, this is a good age at which to test the effect of language environment on processing nonlinguistic event categories.

We predict that Japanese children, immersed in a language that uses ground distinctions (wataru ‘flat barriers dividing two points’ vs. tooru ‘continuous plane’), should maintain the distinction between these classes of grounds. As before, if toddlers discriminate between grounds in the test trial, they will look longer to the side where there is a novel ground.

4.5. Method

4.5.1. Participants

Twenty-four 19-month-old (M = 19.15, SD = 1.02, 13 males) English-reared and 24 Japanese-reared toddlers (M = 19.28, SD = 1.10, 11 males) from monolingual homes were tested. An additional 10 infants (17%) across both groups were excluded because they were bilingual (n = 1), fussed-out (n = 7), had low attention (n = 1) or a side bias (n = 1).

4.5.2. Stimuli, procedure, and coding

All were exactly the same as the dynamic ground discrimination study of Experiments 1 and 3a. Inter-coder reliability on 12% of subjects was high (r = .995, SD = .004).

4.6. Results and discussion

Results from the familiarization phase showed that both language groups and conditions (within- vs. across-category) were attentive. Looking times declined during familiarization across the trials, F(3, 132) = 8.48, p = .01, ηp² = .16. A repeated measures ANOVA using language group and condition as the between-subject variables and two trials (salience and test) as the within-subject variables was calculated. There were main effects of language group and condition only on test trials, F(1, 44) = 4.34, p = .04, ηp² = .09 and F(1, 44) = 8.42, p = .01, ηp² = .16 (see Fig. 8) and no significant language group by condition interaction emerged. Neither English-reared nor Japanese-reared toddlers preferred either event in the salience trials, ts < .84, ps > .41.

Planned pair-wise comparisons suggest that only Japanese-reared toddlers who were in the across-category condition looked significantly longer to the novel ground in the change trials, t(11) = 5.19, p = .01 (see Fig. 8, bottom panel). Japanese-reared children in the within-category condition and English-reared children in both conditions looked equally to both sides at test, ts < 1.72, ps > .11.

Here, we predicted that only Japanese children, immersed in a language that supports ground distinctions, would maintain those distinctions whereas English-reared toddlers might dampen attention to contrasts not encoded in their native language. The results confirmed these predictions. Even though 14-month-olds from both English and Japanese language environments were equally sensitive to distinctions that the Japanese language makes among grounds in dynamic events (Experiments 1b and 3a), this effect was dampened for 19-month-old English-reared toddlers. These findings were not the consequence of general attentional differences between the language groups. One alternative possibility is that English 19-month-olds’ lack of preference between grounds is a function of attentional biases toward the focal object/agent that have been documented in English-speaking cultures in adults (e.g., Masuda & Nisbett, 2001; Masuda & Nisbett, 2005). In other words, infants would not attend to ground features sufficiently to make the distinctions between ground categories. Future studies using eye-tracking methods will address this question. The current study offers preliminary evidence that language plays a role in the way in which we process events; if ground distinctions are not made linguistically (as in English) children’s ability to detect these distinctions falters.

4.7. General discussion

Figure and ground are foundational elements in events and are codified across languages. Whether you speak English or Turkish or Japanese, languages comment on events by frequently expressing the figure in the event and sometimes expressing the ground. Like other event components, figure and ground are perceptually accessible, universally recognized, and codified differently across languages (Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2008). The current research expands the literature by studying the roots of these semantic distinctions in infant perception. In particular, we asked whether and how very young children perceive figures and grounds in events and how this perception might be modified when children start learning their native language.

Our findings indicated that, first, English-reared infants noticed changes in figures and grounds in dynamic events (Experiments 1a and 1b). Notably, infants were receptive to the non-native categorical ground distinctions for crossing action only in dynamic events. That is, the Japanese distinction proved to be a “default” for English-reared infants (Experiment 1b). Second, the geometry of the ground appeared to be a strong cue to distinguish between two grounds on both a color screen and in grayscale (Experiments 1b and 1c). Third, even though English-reared infants detected figures and grounds in static representations of the dynamic crossing events, the Japanese categorical ground differentiation no longer emerged in static displays, indicating that in these displays within- and across-category comparisons were treated similarly (Experiment 2). Finally, the early sensitivity to categorical ground distinctions by English-and Japanese-reared infants diverged as children began to process language patterns in their native languages. Japanese, but not English-reared toddlers preserved these distinctions, suggesting that the
process of learning language appears to shift early-formed categorical boundaries (Experiment 3). Together, the current experiments present evidence that infants parse non-linguistic dynamic events (and their static representations) into components to detect “who is doing the action where.”

Our findings on figure and ground detection in dynamic events add to the growing literature on infants’ perception of the foundational components of events (e.g., Casasola & Cohen, 2002; Lakusta et al., 2007; Pulverman et al., 2008), suggesting that by the latter half of the first year and the beginning of the second year, infants attend to non-linguistic event components that are represented across languages. This is an essential first step in learning relational terms, particularly for motion verbs (Gentner & Bowerman, 2009; Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2008; Göksun et al., 2010). Yet, some of these concepts seem to surface later in development than others (e.g., noticing figure changes before ground changes in dynamic events).

Once these conceptual foundations are present, they can be combined to create the semantic bases for word-to-world relations. For example, the early detection of the figures in dynamic events (e.g., Golinkoff & Kerr, 1978; Oakes, 1994; Robertson & Suci, 1980) allows children to name them early on (Clark, 1979; Grace & Suci, 1981; Tomasello & Merriman, 1995). One question is what truly constitutes a “figure” from an infant’s point of view. The presence of people in a scene might enhance infants’ attention, and thus their ability to notice changes. But will children have similar reactions to different figures such as cars, animals, and balls? Because the verb ‘crossing’ is permitted for all types of figures (e.g., the ball crossed, the person crossed, the dog crossed), children should respond similarly to different figure types in nonlinguistic events and extend their verbs to various figures. Future studies should tease apart the role of animacy in noticing the figures in different scenes.

Another finding was that changes in figures and grounds are differentially recognizable in static and dynamic displays. When the dynamic aspects of the events are removed, in general, infants’ ability to differentiate between grounds is improved. Nevertheless, the verb wataru, for example, ‘flat barriers dividing two points’ implies a dynamic motion on a particular ground rather than just a representation of the ground itself. Dynamic information with the attendant spatial and temporal interaction appears to be necessary to reflect “categories” for verb learning. A slice in time without the temporal component of an event is not enough to maintain categorical ground-path distinctions in events. In addition, preliminary results from a further study in which the path of the motion was modified from crossing to walking along side near the grounds, indicate that 14-month-old infants do not differentiate between grounds based on categorical distinctions when figures were walking near and not across grounds. This confirms the findings from the static and dynamic ground studies, suggesting that categorical ground distinctions occur only with the relevant interactions by a figure with ground and path (Göksun, 2010).

Even adults have difficulty detecting obvious changes in a picture of a scene when two pictures are presented sequentially (Simons & Levine, 1998). Nevertheless, cross-cultural differences appear in the detection of changes in scenes (Ji, Peng, & Nisbett, 2000; Ji, Zhang, & Nisbett, 2004; Masuda & Nisbett, 2001; Masuda & Nisbett, 2005). Nisbett and colleagues investigated East Asians’ (e.g., Japanese, Chinese, and Taiwanese) and North Americans’ attention to the context and figures in a scene. East Asians were more attentive to relationships between objects and their environment than North Americans (Ji, Zhang, & Nisbett, 2004; Ji et al., 2000). Masuda and Nisbett (2001) also showed that compared to Americans, Japanese-speaking adults described the background of an underwater scene and expressed more relationships between the focal figure (e.g., a fish) and the background. In another study, using the change blindness paradigm (i.e., failure to detect the changes in a scene after exposure to it), Masuda and Nisbett (2005) displayed two animated scenes (e.g., a farm) that differed in small details. American adults again detected changes in the focal objects, but Japanese adults noticed the changes in the context and the relationships between the objects. Although these findings were mainly discussed in relation to cultural variations, the evidence corroborates our results on the difference between Japanese and American toddlers’ differentiation of grounds in dynamic events. Thus, these findings on change blindness could also be interpreted as a consequence of language rather than only cultural differences. Future studies are necessary to disambiguate these two interpretations.

4.8. Conceptual distinctions before and after language

Despite differences in the ways in which languages encode foundational event components, infants seem to process these event constructs similarly before language has a chance to influence their perception (Hespos & Spelke, 2004; Hespos and Spelke, 2007; Göksun et al., 2010; Mandler, 2004; McDonough et al., 2003). The ground discrimination results with dynamic events support the claim that early event perception might be universal. English-reared infants are sensitive to the nature of the ground in a way that is more specific than encoded by the English verb ‘cross.’ This is consistent with findings from Hespos and Spelke (2004) that English-reared infants discriminate degree-of-fit relationships between two objects that are not encoded in English. In the current study, a conceptual distinction for grounds in dynamic events was revealed, demonstrating that infants noticed differences when a ground extends in a line (e.g., road) or extends in a plane (e.g., grassy field). That is, irrespective of the language environment in which infants are raised, they detect non-linguistic components of events, and infants attend to fine-grained distinctions in events even when these are not codified in their native language. The conceptual underpinnings for the learning of a language’s relational terms are in place as proposed by concept-to-language hypothesis (Gentner & Bowerman, 2009). As children note how these event components are lexicalized in their native tongue, they appear to tune into certain semantic distinctions over others, influenced by the ambient language. Future studies with English-speaking adults are planned to address the question of how readily these ground distinctions can be resurrected.
These findings are reminiscent of, though not analogous to, the universal phonological categories prelinguistic infants possess (e.g., Eimas et al., 1987; Kuhl et al., 1997; Werker & Tees, 1984). There might be a broad set of foundational components in events that will later be dampered by attending to only the subset that are coded in one’s native language. While learning language, children might semantically reorganize their prelinguistic constructs by either subtly dividing their spatial and temporal world further or by creating a broader category (for details of this argument see Göksun et al., 2010; Hespós & Spelke, 2007).

A possibility that emerges from these findings carries implications for the learning of relational terms like verbs and prepositions in special populations. Perhaps problems in the learning of relational terms result partially from the inability to either perceive event components or reorganize event components with native language exposure. Children with autism, for example, might have particular problems with the processing of figures, because they show less attention to people in their environment. In contrast, children with autism might find some figures such as cars to be intrinsically more interesting than people (Sasson, Turner-Brown, Holtzclaw, Lam, & Bodfish, 2008). Thus, children with autism might respond differentially to the same event with different types of figures.

There is still much to explore on infants’ ability to notice and abstract spatial and event components that are fundamental for learning verbs and prepositions. By bridging linguistics and event perception, we explored how infants process two components of events, figure and ground. We also selected perceptually salient ground-path categories. To generalize our conclusions, other grounds that are incorporated in verbs should be examined. More cross-linguistic studies – as well as studies with bilingual children– are required to confirm our assertions about the universal to language-sensitive shift. Studies across typologically varied languages about how children acquire the biases of their native language will illuminate the developmental links between language and thought.

5. Conclusions

Our findings begin to reconcile the long-standing debate on the role of language in shaping cognition, and provide support for concept-to-language hypothesis at least for very central and highly perceptual events constructs. That is, children’s initial perception of events is not a “kaleidoscopic flux of impressions” as suggested by Whorf (1956) that awaits language for its organization. Rather, infants by 14 months are forming categories of the components of nonlinguistic events that appear to be the same regardless of the ambient language. Language appears to play a role in event perception once children notice how language ‘underlines’ different aspects of events.
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